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Purpose: We assess cross-sectional and longitudinal microperimetry and full-field
static perimetry-derived retinal sensitivity with conventional and volumetric indices of
retinal function in childhood-onset Stargardt disease (STGD1).

Methods: Subjects with molecularly confirmed childhood-onset STGD1 underwent
full-field static perimetry and/or microperimetry using custom designed grids. Mean
sensitivity (MS) and total volume (VTOT) were computed for each microperimetry test.
MS, VTOT, and central field volume (V30) were computed for each full-field static
perimetry test. Subjects under 18 years old at baseline were classified as children and
subjects 18 years or older as adults.

Results: A total of 43 children (mean age at baseline, 13.0 years; range, 8–17) and 13
adults (mean age at baseline, 23.1 years; range, 18–32) were included in the analysis.
For full-field static perimetry and microperimetry for both subgroups, intraclass
correlation coefficient results for MS and volumetric indices were good to excellent,
indicating strong test–retest reliability. Interocular symmetry in terms of baseline
measurements and the annual rate of progression was observed. A greater rate of
progression was observed in childhood.

Conclusions: To our knowledge, this is the first prospective study of retinal sensitivity
in a large cohort of molecularly confirmed subjects with childhood-onset STGD1
demonstrating that children with STGD1 can reliably undertake detailed functional
testing. Moreover, using custom designed grids and subsequent topographic analysis,
volumetric indices of retinal function provide a reliable measure of retinal sensitivity.

Translational Relevance: This study highlights the use of microperimetry and full-
field static perimetry, as well as volumetric indices of retinal function, in monitoring
disease progression.

Introduction

Stargardt disease (STGD1; MIM 248200) is the most
common inherited macular dystrophy in adults and
children, with a prevalence of 1 in 8000–10,000.1–7

STGD1 has an autosomal recessive mode of inheritance
associated with disease-causing mutations in the
ABCA4 gene.1,8–11 Onset is most commonly in child-

hood, with subjects presenting with bilateral central

visual loss and characteristic macular atrophy with

yellow–white flecks at the level of the retinal pigment

epithelium (RPE) at the posterior pole.1–3,5,12,13 There is

progressive loss of retinal function and structure over

time, which varies significantly within and between the

three principal groups of STGD1: namely childhood-

onset, adult-onset, and late-onset/foveal sparing
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STGD1.1,14–19 There are no proven treatments, yet
STGD1 is subject to more clinical trials than any other
inherited retinal disease; gene replacement, stem cell
therapy, and pharmacologic approaches currently are
being investigated.1,5,20–23

Identifying the most suitable method of assessing
retinal function, in particular retinal sensitivity, is
crucial for the design of any treatment strategy.
Clinical studies with a cross-sectional design have
shown that microperimetry is a reliable measure of
macular sensitivity in subjects affected by macular
diseases, including ABCA4-retinopathy.24–26 Full-
field static perimetry provides an assessment of retinal
sensitivity including and beyond the central retina.
Although the current understanding of full-field static
perimetry testing in subjects with STGD1 is limited, it
would be valuable to assess retinal sensitivity in
regions of interest outside the limits of microperim-
etry. For instance, it has been suggested that the
peripapillary area is a retinal region of interest for
monitoring the efficacy of treatments in ABCA4-
associated retinal degenerations.27 Moreover, a sig-
nificant proportion of subjects with STGD1 have
involvement beyond the central retina, including the
majority of childhood-onset STGD1 subjects who
have additional generalized retinal involvement.1,4

Reliable outcome measures also are crucial for an
accurate representation of retinal function. Micro-
perimetry and full-field static perimetry data are
summarized conventionally by a single global index,
such as mean sensitivity (MS), which simply is the
average sensitivity value of all retinal locations tested.
However, static perimetry data also can be summarized
using topographic models and volumetric indices of
function to quantify the magnitude and extent of the
visual field sensitivity.28 Topographically-derived indi-
ces represent the volume of sensitivity that is useful
when describing retinal functional progression over
time28 and, therefore, valuable for clinical management
and the design of treatment trials.

We assessed cross-sectional and longitudinal mi-
croperimetry and full-field static perimetry-derived
retinal sensitivity with conventional and volumetric
indices of retinal function in childhood-onset STGD1.
We explored test–retest reliability, interocular sym-
metry, and rate of progression over time.

Methods

This ethically approved study was undertaken at
the Clinical Research Facility at Moorfields Eye
Hospital and at the UCL Institute of Ophthalmology.

The Declaration of Helsinki was adhered to through-
out the study.

Subjects

Molecularly confirmed STGD1 subjects were
tested as part of an ongoing natural history study
whereby the study was explained and consent was
obtained. Subjects younger than 18 years at baseline
were classified as children and subjects 18 years or
older as adults. All adults had documented evidence
of childhood-onset STGD1.

Full-Field Static Perimetry

Full-field static perimetry was performed monoc-
ularly using the Octopus900 (Haag-Streit AG, Köniz,
Switzerland). Fixation was monitored by a dedicated
ophthalmic technician throughout each assessment.
Testing consisted of a 31.4 apostilbs (10 cd/m2)
background, Goldmann size V stimulus presented
for a duration of 200 ms, and the German Adaptive
Thresholding Estimation (GATE) strategy, which has
a shorter testing duration compared to conventional
full-threshold strategies.29 The customized testing grid
consisted of 185 testing locations. The grid pattern
was oriented radially, centrally condensed, and
binocularly symmetric (Supplementary Fig. S1). An
MS value was automatically computed for each test
by the manufacturer’s inbuilt software (EyeSuite).
The quality of each test was evaluated based on the
reliability factor (RF), the percentage of total catch
trials resulting in either a false-positive or false-
negative. Any test with an RF .30% was excluded.

Microperimetry

Microperimetry was performed monocularly using
the Nidek MP-1 (Nidek Technologies, Padova, Italy).
Pupils were dilated and cyclopleged using 2.5%
phenylephrine hydrochloride solution (Bausch &
Lomb, Inc., Tampa, FL) and 1% tropicamide
ophthalmic solution (Akorn, Inc., Lake Forest, IL).
Fixation was monitored by a dedicated ophthalmic
technician throughout each assessment. Before test-
ing, the Spectralis OCT (Heidelberg Engineering,
Heidelberg, Germany) was used to obtain a single
transfoveal horizontal line scan. This was imported
and used by the Nidek MP-1 manufacturer’s software
as an aid to automatically locate the anatomic fovea
to facilitate accurate foveal placement of the testing
grid. Testing consisted of a 4 apostilbs (1.27 cd/m2)
background, Goldmann size III stimulus presented
for a duration of 200 ms, and a 4 to 2 dB full-
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threshold bracketing test strategy. The customized
testing grid consisted of 44 testing locations. The grid
pattern was of radial design with centrally-condensed
spacing and covered the macular and paramacular
regions (Supplementary Fig. S2). An MS value was
computed automatically for each test by the manu-
facturer’s software.

Volumetric Indices of Retinal Function

Volumetric indices were derived from topographic
analysis using Visual Field Modelling and Analysis
(VFMA; Office of Technology Transfer & Business
Development, Portland, OR), a custom software
application.28 The volumetric indices derived included
the total volume (VTOT), which represented the entire
tested field, and the central field volume (V30), defined
by a central circle with a radius of 308. The volume
represents the total sensitivity across the solid angle of
the base of the test grid for VTOT and the solid angle of
a 308 radius circle selection for V30, and is reported in
units of decibel-steradians (dB-sr).28 Sensitivity data
from all perimetry tests were extracted for subsequent
topographic analysis. VTOT and V30 were computed for
each full-field static perimetry test. VTOT was comput-
ed for each microperimetry test.

Determination of Test–Retest Reliability,
Interocular Symmetry, Rate of Progression,
Perimetry Correlations, and Statistical
Methods Used

For full-field static perimetry and microperimetry,
the subgroup of childhood-onset STGD1 ,18 years
and the comparatively smaller childhood-onset
STGD1 subgroup aged �18 years at baseline were
analyzed separately. The statistical analysis was
performed with MS, VTOT, and V30 results for full-
field static perimetry tests, and with MS and VTOT

results for microperimetry tests.
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS

Statistics (Chicago, IL). Significance for all statistical
tests was set at P , 0.05. The Shapiro-Wilk test was
used to test for normality for all variables. Test–retest
reliability was investigated with the intraclass corre-
lation coefficient (ICC) based on absolute agreement
and a 2-way mixed-effects model using results from
the left eye to minimize the clustering effect. The
annual rate of progression in sensitivity was calculat-
ed for each subject based on the total change in
sensitivity over the total follow-up. The difference
between eyes in the baseline measurement and the
annual rate of progression was assessed in subjects

with bilateral data using the paired t-test to evaluate
functional symmetry and the correlation between eyes
was assessed with the Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient. The independent t-test was used to determine if
there was a significant difference in the rate of
progression between children and adults. The corre-
lation between baseline MS and VTOT from micro-
perimetry and full-field static perimetry, for adults
and children, was tested using the Pearson correlation
coefficient.

Results

A total of 43 children (mean age at baseline, 13.0
years; range, 8–17) and 13 adults (mean age at baseline,
23.1 years; range, 18–32) with molecularly confirmed
childhood-onset STGD1 underwent full-field static
perimetry and/or microperimetry testing. Figure 1
summarizes the subject data included in the study.
All measured variables were normally distributed.

Full-Field Static Perimetry

A total of 17 children and 10 adults with
childhood-onset STGD1 underwent full-field static
perimetry testing (Fig. 1). Two children with one
baseline visit were unable to complete the full test on
both eyes. Two children and 1 adult with one baseline
visit had a RF of .30% for both eyes and, therefore,
were excluded from the analysis.

Test–Retest Reliability
Seven children (mean age at baseline, 15.3 years;

range, 13–17) underwent full-field static perimetry
testing twice at baseline. The ICC values in this
subgroup for MS, VTOT, and V30 were 0.86, 0.94, and
0.88, respectively.

Six adults with childhood-onset STGD1 (mean age
at baseline, 26.3 years; range, 18–32) underwent full-
field static perimetry testing twice at baseline. The
ICC values in this subgroup for MS, VTOT, and V30

were 0.89, 0.95, and 0.92, respectively.

Interocular Symmetry
Data from nine children (mean age at baseline,

14.7 years; range, 13–16) and seven adults (mean age
at baseline, 23.4 years; range, 18–32) with full-field
static perimetry testing at least once on each eye and a
minimum 12-month follow-up were analyzed to assess
interocular symmetry.

The subgroup of children showed a strong
correlation between eyes in the baseline measurements
of MS (r¼ 0.98), VTOT (r¼ 0.98), and V30 (r¼ 0.96).
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There also was a strong correlation between eyes in
the annual rate of progression of MS (r¼ 0.87), VTOT

(r ¼ 0.85), and V30 (r ¼ 0.71). There was no
statistically significant difference between eyes in the
baseline measurements of MS (P ¼ 0.512, paired t-
test) and annual rate of progression of MS (P¼ 0.099,
paired t-test). Figure 2A shows a representative
example of interocular symmetry.

The subgroup of adults showed a strong correlation
between eyes in the baseline measurements of MS (r¼
0.94), VTOT (r ¼ 0.95), and V30 (r ¼ 0.93). There also
was a strong correlation between eyes in the annual rate
of progression of MS (r ¼ 0.88), VTOT (r ¼ 0.89), and
V30 (r ¼ 0.76). There was no statistically significant
difference between eyes in the baseline measurements of
MS (P ¼ 0.38, paired t-test) and annual rate of
progression of MS (P¼ 0.853, paired t-test).

Rate of Progression
Given the lack of statistically significant differenc-

es and strong correlations between eyes in the baseline
measurements and annual rate of progression, sub-
jects with baseline and follow-up full-field static
perimetry testing on at least one eye were assessed
subsequently to determine the annual rate of progres-
sion. For subjects with serial testing on both eyes, one
eye was chosen at random. All subjects had a
minimum follow-up of 12 months.

Thirteen eyes of 13 children (mean age at baseline,
15.4 years; range, 13–17) were included and had a
mean follow-up of 27.1 months (range, 12–45
months). Mean baseline MS, VTOT, and V30 were
26.52 6 4.41 dB, 99.38 6 15.12 dB-sr, and 25.08 6

6.08 dB-sr, respectively. Mean annual rate of pro-

gression of MS, VTOT, and V30 was 0.65 6 0.46 dB/
year, 1.55 6 0.58 dB-sr/year, and 0.92 6 0.52 dB-sr/
year, respectively. Figure 3 shows a representative
example of disease progression.

Nine eyes of nine adults (mean age at baseline, 23.1
years; range, 18–32) were included and had a mean
follow-up of 21.9 months (range, 12–41 months).
Mean baseline MS, VTOT, and V30 was 22.11 6 4.99
dB, 91.33 6 20.18 dB-sr, and 21.89 6 3.69 dB-sr,
respectively. Mean annual rate of progression of MS,
VTOT, and V30 was 1.01 6 0.64 dB/year, 2.77 6 1.46
dB-sr/year, and 0.61 6 0.72 dB-sr/year, respectively.

There was a statistically significant difference
between children and adults in mean annual rate of
progression of VTOT (P ¼ 0.039, independent t-test)
and no statistically significant difference in mean
annual rate of progression of MS (P ¼ 0.148,
independent t-test) and V30 (P ¼ 0.259, independent
t-test). Figure 4 illustrates the variability in the annual
rate of progression in children and adults.

Microperimetry

All 43 children and 13 adults with childhood-onset
STGD1 underwent microperimetry testing. Three chil-
dren who were unable to complete the test on either eye
and three further children who completed baseline
testing on one eye only and had no longitudinal data
were excluded from analysis.

Test–Retest Reliability
A total of 23 children (mean age at baseline, 13.9

years; range, 8–17) underwent microperimetry testing
twice at baseline. The ICC values in this subgroup for
MS and VTOT were 0.94 and 0.91, respectively.

Figure 1. Flowchart summarizing assessments performed per patient subgroup. RF, reliability factor.
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Eight adults (mean age at baseline, 24.7 years;

range, 18–32) underwent microperimetry testing twice

at baseline. The ICC values in this subgroup for MS

and VTOT were 0.95 and 0.94 respectively.

Interocular Symmetry

Data from 24 children (mean age at baseline, 14.0

years; range, 8–17) and seven adults (mean age at

baseline, 22.3 years; range, 18–32) with microperim-

Figure 2. Representation of interocular symmetry of perimetry data. (A) VFMA output from full-field static perimetry testing showing
disease symmetry in a 17-year-old female with childhood-onset STGD1. Top Row: Blue circle represents V30. Middle Row: Blue outline
represents VTOT. For this subject, the right-eye/left-eye MS values were 25.6/24.7 dB, and the right-eye/left-eye VTOT and V30 volumes were
101.92/98.65 dB-sr and 19.95/19.45 dB-sr, respectively. Both plots are to the same scale. (B) VFMA output from microperimetry testing
showing disease symmetry in a 16-year-old female with childhood-onset STGD1. For this subject, MS and VTOT results for right eye/left
eye were 14.9/15.6 dB and 0.74/0.68 dB-sr, respectively. Both plots are to the same scale.
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etry testing at least once on each eye and a minimum
12-month follow-up were analyzed to assess inter-
ocular symmetry.

The subgroup of children showed a strong
correlation between eyes in measurements of MS (r
¼ 0.94) and VTOT (r ¼ 0.91). There was a strong
correlation between eyes in the annual rate of
progression of MS (r ¼ 0.86) and VTOT (r ¼ 0.80).
There was no statistically significant difference
between eyes in the baseline measurements of MS (P
¼0.12, paired t-test) and annual rate of progression of
MS (P ¼ 0.106, paired t-test). Figure 2B shows a
representative example of interocular symmetry.

The subgroup of adults showed a strong correla-
tion between eyes in measurements of MS (r ¼ 0.86)
and VTOT (r ¼ 0.85). There was a strong correlation
between eyes in the annual rate of progression of MS
(r ¼ 0.75) and VTOT (r ¼ 0.78). There was no
statistically significant difference between eyes in the
baseline measurements of MS (P ¼ 0.394, paired t-

test) and annual rate of progression of MS (P¼ 0.594,
paired t-test).

Rate of Progression
Given the lack of statistically significant differenc-

es and strong correlations between eyes in the baseline
measurements and annual rate of progression, sub-
jects with baseline and follow-up microperimetry
testing on at least one eye were assessed subsequently
to determine the annual rate of progression. For
subjects with serial testing on both eyes, one eye was
chosen at random. All subjects had a minimum
follow-up of 12 months.

A total of 37 eyes of 37 children (mean age at
baseline, 13.2 years; range, 8–17) were included and
had a mean follow-up of 24.3 months (range, 12–45
months). Mean baseline MS and VTOT was 12.57 6

4.27 dB and 0.87 6 0.39 dB-sr, respectively. Mean
annual rate of progression of MS and VTOT was 2.24
6 1.12 dB/year and 0.21 6 0.13 dB-sr/year, respec-
tively.

Figure 3. Disease progression illustrated by means of full-field static perimetry data from the right eye of a 17-year-old female at
baseline and after 29 months of follow-up. (A) Baseline and follow-up measurements of VTOT were 98.42 dB-sr and 93.03 dB-sr,
respectively. (B) Baseline and follow-up measurements of V30 were 24.06 dB-sr and 21.23 dB-sr, respectively. Color scale bar in dB-sr.
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Ten eyes of 10 adults (mean age at baseline, 23.7

years; range, 18–32) were included and had a mean

follow-up of 22.7 months (range, 12–41 months).

Mean baseline MS and VTOT was 8.15 6 4.27 and

0.52 6 0.29 dB-sr, respectively. Mean annual rate of

progression of MS and VTOT was 0.82 6 0.50 dB/year

and 0.06 6 0.05 dB-sr/year, respectively.

There was a statistically significant difference

Figure 4. Stacked scatterplot showing the variability of the annual rate of change in full-field static perimetry for children and adults.
Values represent mean 6 SD. (A) MS, (B) VTOT, (C) V30.
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between children and adults in mean annual rate of
progression of MS (P , 0.001, independent t-test)
and VTOT (P , 0.001, independent t-test). Figure 5
illustrates the variability in the annual rate of
progression in children and adults.

Correlation Between Perimetry
Measurements

The correlation between baseline MS and VTOT

from microperimetry and full-field static perimetry,
for adults and children, was tested using the Pearson
correlation coefficient. In adults and children, there
was a strong positive statistically significant correla-
tion between MS and VTOT for both tests. For full-
field static perimetry, baseline MS and VTOT showed
a strong correlation of r ¼ 0.87 and r ¼ 0.91 for
children and adults, respectively. For microperimetry
testing, the correlation between baseline MS and
VTOT was r ¼ 0.79 and r ¼ 0.88 for children and
adults, respectively.

The baseline VTOT from microperimetry testing
also was tested for correlation with V30 from full-field
static perimetry. All eyes for which both metrics were
available at baseline were used and tested using the
Pearson correlation coefficient. There was a moderate
positive statistically significant correlation between
the two metrics of r ¼ 0.52 and r ¼ 0.65 for children
and adults respectively.

Discussion

To our knowledge this is the first prospective study
of retinal sensitivity in a large cohort of molecularly
confirmed childhood-onset STGD1 subjects and
highlights the use of microperimetry and full-field
static perimetry, as well as volumetric indices of

retinal function, in monitoring disease progression.
Furthermore, this study demonstrated that children
can reliably undergo serial extensive functional
testing.

The Octopus900 and Nidek MP-1 allowed for
customizable testing grids and the ability to extract
sensitivity data for subsequent topographic analysis
using VFMA. Volumetric indices of retinal function
derived from topographic analysis provide an
alternative to MS when summarizing perimetry data
to a single outcome measure. For full-field static
perimetry and microperimetry, ICC results for MS
and the volumetric indices were good to excellent,
indicating strong test–retest reliability. Although
MS is a conventional index used to assess perimetry
results, it is simply the mathematical average
sensitivity value, whereas the decibel-steradian is a
physical unit, representing a volume of sensitivity.
Moreover, MS may not be an accurate representa-
tion of the sensitivity map in certain circumstances.
The custom testing grids were radially designed and
condensed at the region of interest (central macula).
This grid was able to better resolve fine detail in the
region of interest, yet had greater coverage com-
pared to a rectilinear grid with the same number of
test locations, but with equal intervals between test
loci.

Volumetric measures of retinal sensitivity are
robust to such custom designs; whereas when grids
with unequal spacing are used, the MS value becomes
a weighted average that is biased towards the retinal
areas with increased test locations. In addition, the
MS value can be insensitive to subtle or obvious
localized changes, such as foveal sparing. VFMA
allows for localized volumetric measurements at
specified retinal areas of interest. Three-dimension

Figure 5. Stacked scatterplot showing the variability of the annual rate of change in microperimetry for children and adults. Values
represent mean 6 SD. (A) MS, (B) VTOT.
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modeling of the hill of vision allows for an assessment
of the volumetric sensitivity and combined with
topographic mapping provides important information
from the topographic footprint over which the
sensitivity is assessed. Thus, VFMA hill of vision
modeling represents a robust and sensitive measure of
local changes compared to a single mean value.28

Despite these limitations, MS still is a reliable
measurement, and had a strong correlation with
VTOT for adults and children, and for full-field static
perimetry and microperimetry.

In our study two different tests for retinal function
were used. The metrics between the two tests are not
directly comparable given the different size of the
testing areas, and also because of the different
number, location and size of testing stimuli. The
testing strategy also is different. However, there was a
significant correlation between the V30 measured with
full-field static perimetry and VTOT measured with
microperimetry. Despite the aforementioned differ-
ences, the correlation is arguably not surprising, since
both metrics assess similar retinal areas and both are
reliable. However, the fact that the correlation was
moderate indicated that the measurements were not
essentially the same.

Full-field static perimetry data in subjects with
STGD1 is limited, possibly due to inherent difficul-
ties in testing subjects, especially children, with low
vision. Microperimetry studies also are very limited,
as most studies have either investigated microperim-
etry in heterogeneous subject cohorts, and/or co-
horts consisting almost exclusively of adults, and/or
are cross-sectional investigations. The only other
study assessing perimetry longitudinally in STGD1
showed a progressive reduction of MS, using micro-
perimetry, at an estimated rate of 1.19 dB/year (n ¼
56, mean age at baseline of 27.4 years).30 Notwith-
standing the difference in sample size, children in our
study showed a significantly higher rate of progres-
sion using microperimetry testing compared to the
aforementioned study, and also compared to the
adult subgroup in our study with childhood-onset
STGD1.

ICC results for the children cohort in our study
were consistently good to excellent, indicating strong
test–retest reliability. We demonstrated that with
appropriate support and standardization of instruc-
tions, children as young as 13 years are able to
complete full-field static perimetry testing and chil-
dren as young as 8 years are able to complete
microperimetry testing. Given the often early onset
nature of the disease, additonal investigations in

younger children would be valuable to further explore
early functional disease progression, and help deter-
mine whether children and adults require different
testing methods or outcome measures when evaluat-
ing retinal function.

Interocular symmetry in terms of baseline mea-
surements and mean annual rate of progression was
observed in children and adults with microperimetry
and full-field perimetry testing. Establishing that
retinal sensitivity progression is symmetrical between
eyes is valuable in the design of future treatment
strategies where therapeutic intervention often is
performed in one eye and compared to the fellow
‘control’ eye. In addition, given that the measure-
ments between eyes are highly correlated, there
appears to be equal therapeutic potential for both
eyes.

Based on our observation of considerable variabil-
ity within each subgroup, future studies would benefit
from a larger subject cohort, including all subjects
repeating baseline testing more than twice. Test–retest
variability is likely to vary between subjects depend-
ing on factors, such as age, disease duration and
disease severity, therefore quantifying individual test–
retest variability would ensure a more accurate
evaluation of significant changes over time. Increased
follow-ups also would provide a more representative
rate of progression in retinal sensitivity. Furthermore,
the influence of parameters, such as fixation stability
and location, also could be explored.

In conclusion, to our knowledge this is the first
prospective study of retinal sensitivity in molecularly
confirmed childhood-onset STGD1 and highlights the
use of full-field static perimetry and microperimetry in
monitoring disease progression. Using custom de-
signed grids for full-field static perimetry and micro-
perimetry testing and subsequent topographic
analysis, volumetric indices of retinal function pro-
vided a reliable measure of change in retinal
sensitivity that will be valuable in monitoring subjects
in the clinic and moreover, in planned treatment
strategies. This study indicated that children with
STGD1 can reliably undertake functional testing and
may represent good candidates for potential thera-
peutic interventions. We demonstrated good test–
retest reliability and the functional symmetry between
eyes in childhood-onset STGD1, and moreover,
provided evidence of a significantly greater rate of
progression in children compared to adults, both
within our study and compared to published data in
adults with STGD1.
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